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Brother of Jesus 2004-01-01 the most important
archaeological discovery ever about jesus
Just James 2004 a second edition of just james became
necessary with the announcement of the discovery of a
jewish ossuary or burial box inscribed in aramaic with the
words as commonly translated james son of joseph brother
of jesus through the publicity surrounding the controversial
discovery many people are now aware that jesus of nazareth
had a famous brother named james how does the ossuary
relate to understanding that james and that jesus this work
sets out the varied considerations concerning this question
while providing access to the early sources concerning james
in the process john painter buttresses the case for
recognizing james as the direct successor to jesus and the
leader of the original christian movement in jerusalem
The Brother of Jesus 2001-01-01 james the just was in the
time between jesus resurrection and james s death the most
prominent and widely respected leader in christendom these
essays by eight renowned scholars address such issues as
the jewish context of the early church the person of james
his literary message and mission and james in relation to
peter and paul
The Brother of Jesus and the Lost Teachings of Christianity
2005-01-25 reveals the true role of james the brother of
jesus in early christianity uses evidence from the canonical
gospels apocryphal texts and the writings of the church
fathers to reveal the teachings of jesus as transmitted to his
chosen successor james demonstrates how the core
message in the teachings of jesus is an expansion not a
repudiation of the jewish religion shows how james can serve
as a bridge between christianity judaism and islam james has
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been a subject of controversy since the founding of the
church evidence that jesus had siblings contradicts church
dogma on the virgin birth and james is also a symbol of
christian teachings that have been obscured while peter is
traditionally thought of as the leader of the apostles and the
rock on which jesus built his church jeffrey bütz shows that it
was james who led the disciples after the crucifixion it was
james not peter who guided them through the church s first
major theological crisis paul s interpretation of the teachings
of jesus using the canonical gospels writings of the church
fathers and apocryphal texts bütz argues that james is the
most overlooked figure in the history of the church he shows
how the core teachings of jesus are firmly rooted in hebraic
tradition reveals the bitter battles between james and paul
for ideological supremacy in the early church and explains
how paul s interpretations which became the foundation of
the church are in many ways its betrayal bütz reveals a
picture of christianity and the true meaning of christ s
message that are sometimes at odds with established
christian doctrine and concludes that james can serve as a
desperately needed missing link between christianity
judaism and islam to heal the wounds of centuries of enmity
Brother of Jesus, Friend of God 2004 this is a print on
demand book and is therefore non returnable the letter of
james has enjoyed a colorful history with its background and
significance widely debated over the centuries in this book
an outstanding scholar of the new testament offers new and
selected studies of james that show its roots in antiquity and
its importance for christian history and theology luke timothy
johnson explores the letter of james from a variety of
perspectives after a general introduction to james he looks at
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its history of interpretation johnson then examines james s
social and historical situation its place within scripture and its
use of the sayings of jesus several exegetical studies take
care to place james in the context of hellenistic moral
discourse two concluding essays look at the themes of
friendship and gender in james while seemingly of interest
only to professionals johnson s brother of jesus friend of god
will also be accessible to general readers serious about bible
study and church groups will find this volume to be a fruitful
entry into an important portion of the new testament
My Brother Jesus (The Christ) 1997 in this new series of
books james the brother of jesus and the dead sea scrolls i
renowned biblical scholar robert eisenman revisits the
subject of james the brother of jesus connecting him even
more effectively not only to the leadership of early
christianity in palestine but to the dead sea scrolls in
palestine too in a more reader friendly format that
compresses the results of his several previous works
eisenman uses the dead sea scrolls and early church texts to
create the most comprehensive picture of jesus brother
james conceivable the private specialist and enthusiastic
aficionado will not want to miss it the james eisenman
presents is the pivotal opposition jewish leader leading up to
the fall of the temple and beyond in the first century as a
typical essene or dead sea scrolls sectarian james wears only
linen bathes daily in cold water was a vegetarian and is a life
long nazirite but he and the party the new testament attests
he led are also zealous for the law and insist on circumcision
moreover eisenman makes compelling arguments that james
not peter whoever he was and however he existed and
certainly not paul was the true heir to his brother jesus and
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the leader of early christianity everywhere eisenman will also
cover subjects like the brothers of jesus as apostles the new
covenant in the land of damascus and paul s almost mortal
attack on james in the temple eisenman s work will also
extend to the competition between paul and james in antioch
and over the conversion of queen helen of adiabene and her
two sons in northern syria who not only led the famine relief
efforts ascribed to paul in acts but also gave the fabulous
golden candelabra depicted as booty from the temple on the
arch of titus in rome eisenman will show the figure of james
to have been so influential and highly regarded in the
jerusalem of his day that his death was the capstone event
that led up to the jewish revolt against rome in this series
eisenman s revelations will extend far beyond these
examples adapted from a lifetime of research james the
brother of jesus and the dead sea scrolls both i and ii will
complete the task of rescuing james from the oblivion into
which he was cast either intentionally or via benign neglect
his conclusion will therefore definitively bear on the problem
of the historical jesus who and whatever james was so was
jesus
James, the Brother of Jesus 2011 john painter evaluates
the many facts and traditions surrounding james first bishop
of the jerusalem church he examines his relation to judaism
and the epistle attributed to him and explains why leaders
have sought to minimise his significance
James 2019-02-08 jesus my brother is a story that covers
the hidden years of jesus perfect in the spiritual sense he
might appear imperfect in the human sense he is a normal
youth his views for his time are heretical but familiar to the
student of the bible mary remains a virgin and like jesus is
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perfect jesus is the only child born to mary and joseph while
the remainder of her children mostly cousins have been
adopted her husband joseph on the other hand who loves his
mug of wine is quite imperfect his other four sons especially
jude also have their share of sins jude notes jesus divinity
but also his humanity as the youngest son he is the most
incorrigible of jesus brothers and yet is like jesus also
touched by god he is blessed with an almost perfect memory
which will serve him later as a disciple and chronicler of jesus
life jesus resurrection of a dead sparrow opens the
floodgates of the knowledge of his powers and growing
awareness of who he is on the day jesus performed his first
miracle by bringing a dead sparrow back to life the truth of
his divinity kept secret for so long flew heavenward on the
wings of that tiny bird following the miracles impact upon his
family is jude s account of jesus childhood and his own
adventures in the hills of nazareth with friends michael uriah
and nehemiah his encounters with the romans guarding his
town make him bored with his childhood already the conflict
has been instilled in jude between his tradition and rome his
mischievous friend michael introduces him into temptations
of daring do and treasure hunting always counterbalanced by
jesus his oldest brother s counsel of temperance which only
makes jude rebel that much more jude s discovery of the folk
his people call the evil ones and the impact of this discovery
upon his family is but one of the many exploits tempting him
away from convention and yet jude is drawn gradually by
jesus in word and deed into awareness of just who his oldest
brother might be jesus my brother is the retelling of an oft
told tale through the eyes of jude youngest brother of jesus
the early years the hidden years and his first miracles
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James the Brother of Jesus and the Dead Sea Scrolls I
1999 james brother of jesus and the jerusalem church opens
fresh ground in our understanding of christian origins
through an exploration of the role of james in the founding of
the church based on the author s doctoral research that first
christian church with its roots in the baptist movement is
shown to be part of the broad contemporary judaic
movement for the restoration of israel the events
surrounding the death of jesus their leader s brother both
confirmed their commitment to judaic reform and
transformed their understanding of it despite the impact of
that experience they seem to have had neither knowledge
nor interest in the teaching and ministry of jesus in galilee
set in the world of james this careful study of the difficulties
and opportunities facing judaic peasants in first century
palestine proposes that james and his other brothers moved
to jerusalem where work was available several years before
the final visit of jesus and under james s leadership became
the kernel of a growing group of followers of the baptist that
would later emerge onto the page of history as the jerusalem
church alan saxby s well written and challenging book brings
the focus to james and his community as a phenomenon of
second temple judaism he argues that james was an older
brother of jesus who independently of jesus was influenced
by john the baptist and formed a community in jerusalem
prior to the crucifixion from this perspective he discusses
james s relation to peter paul and the gentile mission john
painter professor of theology st mark s national theological
center charles sturt university canberra australia in his
vigorous and lucid analysis alan saxby presents the group
around james as a true community with all the values that
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implies suggesting that james s position of leadership may
have predated jesus s execution broad in its address of
scholarship this act of sociological reflection is bound to
influence the increasingly refined inquiry that james the
brother of jesus has attracted in recent decades bruce
chilton bernard iddings bell professor of religion bard college
annandale ny alan saxby is a retired methodist minister
counselor in further education and outdoor pursuits tutor he
earned his first degree in theology at bristol university in
1964 following retirement he took the opportunity to conduct
serious research in christian origins leading sheffield
university to award him a doctorate in 2013 for his thesis on
james now in his late seventies this is his first book
Just James 2022-11-18 a noted biblical scholar revered
teacher and graceful author writes movingly and with
profound insight about jesus as human being
Jesus My Brother 2015-04-08 actual and fictional characters
tell the true story of james the just leader of the jerusalem
jesus movement after peter professor fouke gives
authoritative insight into the historical and political realities
that confronted both jesus and james in establishing
christianity storyline ananus ben annas the new high priest
has arrested james the just brother of jesus and leader of the
jerusalem jesus movement along with six of his church
leaders james knows the blood feud between the annas clan
and jesus family has resumed they were responsible for the
death of jesus and james fears he ll be next to die rumors
about the prisoner s fate swirl through jerusalem the
aristocracy plots to protect their accommodation with the
romans rabbis seek answers and ways to save james from
trial and death the sanhedrin meets in secrecy and the high
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priest decides the fate of the prisoners leah grand niece of
james the just ministers to her uncle in prison and works
tirelessly to obtain his freedom through the intercession of
aaron a young rabbi enamored with her king agrippa has
promised to remove ananus from office but will he arrive in
time to free the holy seven as james and his followers are
now known will leah return aaron s affections or will she
choose philip nephew of the apostle paul to whom she was
once secretly betrothed or will she choose neither and follow
the ministry of her grand uncles jesus and james if you liked
the tv series ad the bible you ll enjoy the story of james the
just
James, Brother of Jesus, and the Jerusalem Church
2014-05-14 what did lazarus do after he came out of the
tomb what happened to peter after he denied his best friend
and savior after the rooster crowed twice did mary the
mother of jesus ever talk about jesus as a baby to anyone
when did the brothers of jesus realize he was their lord and
savior why was mary magdalene at the tomb what happened
to the donkeys from the book what sarah saw jesus the
brother of james and jude the savior of the world attempts to
answer these questions it is my hope you think about the last
days of jesus life on earth and look in the bible for answers to
all your questions for i know the plans i have for you declares
the lord plans to prosper you and not to harm you plans to
give you hope and a future
Jesus Our Brother 1998 the holy family of jesus as
commonly depicted in religious art is a myth fabricated by
the early christian church explaining this assertion tobias
churton leads the reader on a fascinating and highly
readable quest to discover all that is to be found in the
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historical sources about jesus family background parentage
and siblings and the possibility of his having descendants
when romanized christianity decided to bend the historical
facts about true early christianity jesus was required to be
the only son of god and to have been the product of a virgin
birth so that he could avoid the taint of original sin any
inconvenient siblings had to be written out of history to
prevent them from muddying the theological waters even
today in catholic encyclopedias of the saints st james the just
the zadokite while regarded as jesus brother by the majority
of church fathers is instead called the son of alphaeus
deliberately obscuring any theologically compromising family
relationship this investigation is based on a thorough
examination of a broad range of sources the canonical
evidence gospels and epistles apocryphal evidence including
the gnostic gospels and rejected works of early christianity
including the dead sea scrolls and the works of josephus
hegesippus and eusebius and myths and legends about heirs
known as the desposynoi who either travelled to france or
remained in palestine centuries after jesus it must be the
case that behind both the historical and the legendary
evidence there exists a missing truthful picture of the family
of jesus the task of the book is to establish as much of that
truth as is historically possible within the bounds of
reasonable probability churton
James, the Brother of Jesus 2016-07-21 students of american
history know of the law s critical role in systematizing a racial
hierarchy in the united states showing that this history is
best appreciated in a comparative perspective the long
lingering shadow looks at the parallel legal histories of race
relations in the united states brazil and spanish america
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robert j cottrol takes the reader on a journey from the origins
of new world slavery in colonial latin america to current
debates and litigation over affirmative action in brazil and
the united states as well as contemporary struggles against
racial discrimination and afro latin invisibility in the spanish
speaking nations of the hemisphere ranging across such
topics as slavery emancipation scientific racism immigration
policies racial classifications and legal processes cottrol
unravels a complex odyssey by the eve of the civil war the u
s slave system was rooted in a legal and cultural foundation
of racial exclusion unmatched in the western hemisphere
that system s legacy was later echoed in jim crow the
practice of legally mandated segregation jim crow in turn
caused leading latin americans to regard their nations as
models of racial equality because their laws did not mandate
racial discrimination a belief that masked very real patterns
of racism throughout the americas and yet cottrol says if the
united states has had a history of more rigid racial exclusion
since the second world war it has also had a more thorough
civil rights revolution with significant legal victories over
racial discrimination cottrol explores this remarkable
transformation and shows how it is now inspiring civil rights
activists throughout the americas
James the Just, Brother of Jesus 2013-11-14 we know
much about jesus s early life and his last years but there are
twenty years for which little if anything is known did he
simply spend his adolescence as a carpenter s apprentice in
nazareth is that what he meant when he referred to his
father s work or was there more to those two decades author
doris broughton heath was intrigued by those missing years
she used her insatiable curiosity and quest for knowledge
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and truth to open the door to jesus s whereabouts during
those years heath spent the last seven years of her life
working on my brother my lord a journey with james and
jesus from the temple to the tomb she brings together jesus
and his older brother james and sends them on a journey to
spread the word of god they visit new and exciting cities and
discover diverse cultures as jesus performs his first miracles
although a work of fiction she researched the history and
biblical events known to have occurred during that time to
add authenticity after heath died in 1991 my brother my lord
a journey with james and jesus from the temple to the tomb
sat untouched until her daughter linda stevens found it six
years later and fulfilled her promise to her mother to have it
published now you are invited to discover heath s imaginings
of what happened during jesus s missing years and perhaps
come up with your own theories
Jesus, the Brother of James and Jude, and the Savior
of the World 2012-01-01 james was a vegetarian wore only
linen clothing bathed daily at dawn in cold water and was a
life long nazirite in this profound and provocative work of
scholarly detection eminent biblical scholar robert eisenman
introduces a startling theory about the identity of james the
brother of jesus who was almost entirely marginalized in the
new testament drawing on long overlooked early church
texts and the dead sea scrolls eisenman reveals in this
groundbreaking exploration that james not peter was the
real successor to the movement we now call christianity in
an argument with enormous implications eisenman identifies
paul as deeply compromised by roman contacts james is
presented as not simply the leader of christianity of his day
but the popular jewish leader of his time whose death
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triggered the uprising against rome a fact that creative
rewriting of early church documents has obscured eisenman
reveals that characters such as judas iscariot and the apostle
james did not exist as such in delineating the deliberate
falsifications in new testament dcouments eisenman shows
how as james was written out anti semitism was written in by
rescuing james from the oblivion into which he was cast the
final conclusion of james the brother of jesus is in the words
of the jerusalem post apocalyptic who and whatever james
was so was jesus
The Missing Family of Jesus 2012-03-01 what was it like
to hang out with the brother of jesus to hear his thoughts on
the important issues of life james i you is not a deep
theological study on the book of james but more of a friendly
conversation between friends mel reed has put into concise
words what observations can be made from this short but
powerful book from the new testament truth is found in the
word of god truth can be revealed to our hearts as we trust
and allow father god to lead us through this simple but
powerful letter written by james james i you does just that
keeps it simple a great individual study a family sharing
experience a small group or just great ideas for living with
warmth and candor reed shares stories from his life as he
imparts practical biblical principals using humor while
keeping it real james i you will challenge your thinking and
create space in your heart and mind for more of christ and
less of the stuff that really does not matter come quest after
truth come let your heart be filled
Brother Jesus 2015-04-17 the lack of serious and sustained
investigation of the historical figure of james the just brother
of jesus is one of the curious oversights in modern critical
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study of christian origins james the just and christian origins
addresses this problem the questions that surround this
exceedingly important yet largely ignored figure are several
and complicated was he really the brother of jesus how
influential was he in the early church what was the nature of
his relationship to the other apostles especially to paul how
did james understand christianity s relationship to judaism
and to the people of israel out of this grows a very important
question in its generative moment was christianity in fact as
well as in its self awareness a species of judaism contributors
from several countries are currently engaged in collaborative
study in james and early jewish christianity james the just
and christian origins is the first of several planned volumes
to be published
My Brother, My Lord 1897 our father put it in my heart to
write this to share my testimony and how i have overcome
them and to bring to light what i see and hear concerning
christians still of the world to share with you what our lord
has shared with me and for us to show the world that we
belong to jesus by how we love one another as true brothers
and sisters
Our Elder Brother 2006 the sons of joseph run a successful
carpentry business in nazareth at least it was successful until
the oldest brother jesus left home to tell the world he will
forgive their sins and save their souls now everyone is
hearing outlandish reports of healings and exorcisms
business is suffering not many people want a stool made by
the family of the local crazy man when one of his brothers
starts listening to jesus troubling speeches and fanatical
zealots descend on nazareth to convince his family to join
their fight against rome james wants nothing more than to
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shut out these rumblings and have a normal life but normal
walked out the day his brother did james knows that this
year s passover pilgrimage will be more important than ever
hearing about a possible plot against jesus he must find him
and talk some sense into him before it s too late and he must
decide for himself who his brother really is but on the dusty
road to jerusalem more than one faction has murder on its
mind
The Wisdom of the Brother of Jesus 1998-03-01 i have a
friend that sticks closer than a brother and his name is jesus
solomon spoke a word in proverbs 17 17 saying a friend
loves at all times talking about a friend that sticks closer
than a brother and a friend that loves at all times i had
biological brothers and sisters but none of them were in my
life i was the only one out of eight that was not in the home
with them on september 25 1975 when i found my way to
the cross jesus told me i will never leave you nor will i
forsake you i m going to be with always on june 19 2021 i
was at my church that saturday morning crying and praying i
felt so all alone i was under such heavy burdens i felt like
what the prophet isaiah said when the enemy shall come in
like a flood as i was crying talking to the lord telling him i feel
so all alone i don t have anybody i heard jesus say unto me i
am your friend that sticks closer than a brother jesus told me
begin writing the book and title it i have a friend that sticks
closer than a brother his name is jesus
James the Brother of Jesus 2013-07-01 no matter what we
would make of jesus says schalom ben chorin he was first a
jewish man in a jewish land brother jesus leads us through
the twists and turns of history to reveal the figure who
extends a brotherly hand to the author as a fellow jew ben
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chorin s reach is astounding as he moves easily between
literature law etymology psychology and theology to recover
jesus picture from the christian overpainting a commanding
scholar of the historical jesus who also devoted his life to
widening jewish christian dialogue ben chorin ranges across
such events as the wedding at cana the last supper and the
crucifixion to reveal in contemporary christianity traces of
the jewish codes and customs in which jesus was immersed
not only do we see how and why these events also resonate
with jews but we are brought closer to christianity in its
primitive state radical directionless even pagan early in his
book ben chorin writes the belief of jesus unifies us but the
belief in jesus divides us it is the kind of paradox from which
arise endless questions or as ben chorin would have it
endless opportunities for jews and christians to come
together for meaningful mutual discovery
James and I and You 1999 who is the mysteriously
unnamed beloved disciple of jesus in the gospel according to
john evidence from mark s gospel indicates that jesus
brother jacob called james in the english new testament was
a boy at the time of jesus crucifixion following this premise
an examination of the greek text of john s gospel reveals
that this young brother jacob is the beloved disciple the
disciple whom jesus loved further it is the future adult jacob
of whom jesus speaks at the supper as the paraclete spirit of
truth who will in the following years guide the disciples and
remind them of jesus words to them it is jacob s own death
by stoning in 62 c e which lies behind the deeply moving
story of the illness death and raising to life of lazarus implicit
in john s gospel is a post resurrection community centred
around and led by mary magdalene jacob s own letters 1 and
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2 john to mary magdalene and her community reveal the
tensions which arose in that community john the evangelist
set out to record not only his understanding of the meaning
of jesus life death and resurrection but also the significance
of jesus brother jacob and mary magdalene for the fledgling
church in the years between c30 and 62 c e i think that if
anyone wants to write on the topic the beloved disciple then
they have to take this book into account and give reasons for
either agreeing or disagreeing with it robert crotty emeritus
professor of religion and education university of south
australia katherine c linforth mts is a graduate of the mcd
university of divinity melbourne her current interest is the
early church and the men and women who formed and
influenced it in the years between c 30 and 70 c e
James The Just and Christian Origins 2019-07-11 in 2002 a
burial box of skeletal remains purchased anonymously from
the black market was identified as the ossuary of james the
brother of jesus transformed by the media into a religious
and historical relic overnight the artifact made its way to the
r
Book of Michael 2018-04-03 in a groundbreaking book neta
stahl examines the attitudes adopted by modern jewish
writers toward the figure of jesus stahl argues that twentieth
century jewish writers reconsidered jesus traditional status
as the christian other and looked to him instead as a fellow
jew a brother and even as a model for the new jew other and
brother analyzes the work of a wide array of modern jewish
writers beginning in the early twentieth century and ending
with contemporary israeli literature stahl takes the reader
through dramatic changes in jewish life from the haskalah or
jewish enlightenment and emancipation to zionism the
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holocaust and the formation of the state of israel she shows
for example how the emergence of quasi messianic zionist
ideas about returning to the land of israel where the actual
jesus was born helped make the figure of jesus a source of
attraction and identification for hebrew and yiddish writers in
the first half of the twentieth century and how the fateful
events of that century brought about a major transformation
in the jewish attitude toward jesus stahl s nuanced and
insightful historiography of modern hebrew and jewish
literature will be a valuable resource for anyone interested in
the role of jesus in jewish culture
The Brother's Keeper 2022-08-22 elijah was such a great
man god didn t let him die like others after sleeping for over
800 years he returned 3 more times to affect all of our lives
including his brother named jesus and his other 12 brothers
and sisters our investigation takes us from 3 thousand years
ago when elijah was first born to south america to ancient
babylon to egypt and into the future while trying see how he
gained his massive family even when his mom and dad both
died before he was 5 within a couple of years of each other a
12 year old girl dances to kill john the baptist elijah is
reincarnated a 2nd time his brother jesus is whipped and
crucified and then elijah is reincarnated a third time as he
goes back to sleep we will look at many ancient references
both secular and religious to gain the insight we need to
understand the secret life of elijah that made him so
amazing
I Have a Friend that Sticks Closer than a Brother, His
Name is Jesus 2018-10-30 personal look at jesus and his
wisdom see jesus through his brothers eyes
Brother Jesus 2014 novel concerning the apostle paul
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The Beloved Disciple 2009 jesus of nazareth is one of the
most influential characters in history but who exactly was he
jesus brother james should have had as good an opportunity
to know him as anyone my brother jesus tells his story
Resurrecting the Brother of Jesus 2012-11-14 draws on
st paul s letters and other early sources to reveal the
apostles sharply competing ideas about the significance of
jesus and his teachings while demonstrating how st paul
independently shaped christianity as it is known today
Other and Brother 2019-09 brother to brother 90
devotions for men on faith and life is ideal for men who
desire to live with integrity and build a legacy of faith our
daily bread author tim gustafson writes about what he has
learned on his journey of pursuing god and invites other men
to come along for the ride each devotion shares an
interesting story and scripture followed by a section that will
encourage and challenge men to live biblically in everyday
situations guys will relate to tim s insights humor and
wisdom as this brother in the faith guides them to lean fully
on god
Secret Life of Elijah 2014-10-01 the heavenly man tells the
true story of liu zhenying also known as brother yun who for
the past 30 years has committed himself to bringing the
gospel of christ to all of china imprisoned tortured and
separated from his family for his beliefs brother yun shares
his story
He Was My Brother 1927
Brother Saul 2021-10-12
My Brother Jesus 2008
Closer Than a Brother 2013-11-26
Paul and Jesus 2022-02-24
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Brother to Brother 2009
The Heavenly Man 1997-11
Loving the Brothers
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